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“REPORT ON CAREER GUIDANCE” 

 

The department of Chemistry organised a “CAREER GUIDANCE” on 1st April 2022 for the students 
of Chemistry department at the college conference Hall. The programme was chaired by 
Dr.Sanentiba O Ozukum and  Dr. Aola Supong Asst. Professor SJC (A) was the speaker of the 
session. All together 81 (50 girls and 31 boys) students and five Teachers attended the 
programme. The time of the programme was at 9:00 a.m. Asst. Professors SJC (A) who attended 
the programme were Mr.Madovi David,Dr.Sanentiba O Ozukum,Miss Senchumbeni Yanthan and 
Miss Gaijuliu. The session started with an invocation from Sr.Chongliu K B.Sc 6th semester and a 
song presentation from Miss Kimeri Humtsoe B.Sc 4th semester. The career guidance was 
organised with the purpose of providing a clear concept of what career students should pursue 
after B.Sc and how they should achieve them. And having a clear knowledge of the path that 
they will follow will further enhance their motivation and explore various opportunities. The 
speaker emphasized the session on Research (with NET,JRF ,GATE),Teaching career, various 
public exams (central and state) and private sector jobs. She gave the importance of research 
and the multiple scope available in the state and outside north-east India. The speaker also 
talked about various exams (state and central) that people can clear and how they should 
prepare it; stating a quote as “Smart work along with hard work” can help anyone achieve their 
dream jobs. She also talked about the scope of B.Sc and M.Sc Chemistry in departments and 
various, companies and various private sectors for e.g M.Sc GATE can help a person get job in 
IOLC,ONGC,HPCL . She also presented the job opportunities in the private sector as well. After 
the presentation various questions and answers session was followed. Lastly the crowd sang the 
college anthem 

 The career guidance not only cleared the concepts of various misinformations about various 
jobs and opportunities but also precisely helped the students to set their targets to achieve their 
dreams. It was indeed a platform to know the various opportunities that are available but which 
people are unaware of be it in research, exams (state or central) or private sector jobs. 
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